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SOPHIE’S VOICE 
by Giovanni Esposito 

Sophie’s voice was a whisper,

It barely made a squeak,

She preferred to remain unheard,

So she would rarely, ever speak.

She would listen a lot and absorb a lot,

She was really rather bright,

But when it came to arguments,

She was as silent as the night.

She’d watch as people’s voices cracked

And screeched with bare emotion,

She’d frown as vicious words were thrown,

With anger and commotion,

But…one day, she would change all that,

As her patience wore so thin,

Sophie could hold her tongue no more

And finally…gave in.


A vile old man on the telly,

Who was spreading lies, hate and fear,

Made Sophie raise her voice so much,

That the whole neighbourhood would hear.


“No…” she said with a gentle murmur,

“No…” she said once again,

“No, no, no …” as her volume rose further,

With a truth much too strong to contain.


“No! No! No! No! No! No! No!” she continued,

Each louder than the one before,

With the thirteenth “NO!” the windows shattered

And the T.V. screen smashed to the floor.


Sophie seemed a little shocked at first,

She’d never caused quite such a stir,

Everyone stopped…and everyone listened…

And all eyes were focussed on her.

What followed next was her calm explanation,

That untangled the lies from fact,

In a way that made better sense of it all,

In a way that other voices had lacked.

See…Sophie’s voice had a power,

That when faced with hate, fear and lies,

Would rise above the distortion

And would open ears and eyes.


Now…Sophie speaks in confident tones,

She is listened to far and wide,

Which proves, if you have something good to say,

Don’t shrink…

Don’t cower…

Don’t hide.




GRANDMA’S JUMPER 
by Giovanni Esposito 

It was a lovely jumper, Grandma,

Just like the kind that I like to wear,

A chunky knit, that’s a baggy fit,

The kind that makes passers-by stare.

It may have been the lobster you’d sewn on the front,

That drew all the smirks and the sneers,

Or the zombie’s face you stitched on the back,

That nearly brought children to tears.


I love the way the sleeves were uneven in length,

At first, I didn’t quite understand

Why the left one was shorter that the right one…

Simple really…it was easer to hold your hand.


You’d wisely dropped stitches all over the place,

Mother said you were losing the plot,

But I knew that those holes had been put there on purpose,

To make sure that I didn’t get too hot.


I refused to believe that your marbles were lost,

I knew you were brilliant and clever,

I just wish you’d have found a knitting pattern, Grandma,

That would have knitted your life back together.




THE POETREE 

There’s a tree at the bottom of our garden,

It’s not like any other tree,

Instead of leaves and branches,

It’s got WORDS in it’s canopy.

The rest of the garden isn’t so strange,

It grows shrubs and flowers and herbs,

But that strange old tree just isn’t the same,

As it grows adjectives and verbs.

Weird things happen to creatures

That land or climb in that tree -

As a cat jumped onto it’s trunk,

It changes…into C - A - T

I saw a sparrow land there once

And instantly I knew,

It would change into S - P - A - R - R

Oh and double you.

And as the wind blows, it’s not leaves that fall

On our lawn and flower bed,

It’s letters that tumble and float and drop,

Every one from A to Z.




PLANET EARTH 
by Giovanni Esposito 

Our planet Earth is quite unique,

You know there’s only one,

Why don’t we give it more respect?

We’re going to miss it when it’s gone!

Our planet Earth is really cool,

Don’t let it over heat,

Greenhouse gas and global warming,

Are the mistakes we must delete!

Reduce, reuse and recycle,

It will lead to a better planet,

It really isn’t all that hard,

It can’t be difficult can it?

Let’s look at things with a new set of eyes

And cut down on pollution,

Where there’s a will, there’s always a way,

To find a proper solution!

Oil and gas and nuclear power,

Are things we can’t sustain,

There’s always the sun, there’s always the wind,

The waves and water and rain!

There’s even a hot and molten core,

At the centre of our Earth,

Our world has been giving us energy,

Since the moment of its birth.

Environmental responsibility,

Is something we all can take on board,

Cut down the stench of pollution,

With an eco-warrior sword!

So…we should all look after our planet,

As it looks after me and you,

Without this wonderful world of ours,

What on earth would we all do?


